“Silent” Metaplasticity of the Late Phase of Long-Term Potentiation Requires Protein Phosphatases
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Long-term potentiation (LTP) is an enhancement of synaptic strength (Bliss and Lomo 1973; Schwartzkroin and Wester 1975; Alger and Teyler 1976; Andersen et al. 1977) believed to be an important regulator of some types of learning and memory (Bliss and Collingridge 1993; Moser et al. 1998; Martin et al. 2000; Brun et al. 2001). LTP has at least two temporal phases: an early phase (E-LTP) and a late phase (L-LTP) (Krug et al. 1984; Huang and Kandel 1994; Huang et al. 1996; see also Winder et al. 1998 for an “intermediate” phase of LTP). In area CA1 of hippocampal slices, E-LTP is induced by a single train of 100-Hz stimulation and can last for 1–2 hr (Huang and Kandel 1994; for reviews, see Bliss and Collingridge 1993 and Huang et al. 1996). In contrast, L-LTP is induced by multiple trains of 100-Hz stimulation and may last for several hours (Andersen et al. 1977; Huang and Kandel 1994; Abel et al. 1997). Unlike E-LTP, expression of L-LTP requires activation of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) (Frey et al. 1993; Matthes and Reymann 1993; Abel et al. 1997), transcription (Nguyen et al. 1994), and protein synthesis (Stanton and Sarvey 1984; Frey et al. 1988). Although the biochemical signaling mechanisms underlying L-LTP are well characterized (for reviews, see Huang et al. 1996 and Kandel 2001), nothing is known about the mechanisms that underlie the modulation of L-LTP expression by prior synaptic activity.

“Metaplasticity” is the modulation of synaptic plasticity by previously imposed activity (Yang and Faber 1991; Huang et al. 1992; Dudek and Bear 1993; Wexler and Stanton 1993; for reviews, see Abraham and Bear 1996 and Abraham and Tate 1997). An example of metaplasticity is “priming” of synapses using high-frequency stimulation (HFS), which can facilitate subsequent induction of long-term depression (LTD) (Dudek and Bear 1992) (Christie and Abraham 1992; Wexler and Stanton 1993). Conversely, low-frequency stimulation (LFS) that is subthreshold for inducing synaptic plasticity (“innocuous” LFS) can impair subsequent LTP induction (Christie and Abraham 1992; Huang et al. 1992; Fuji et al. 1996) or it can erase previously established LTP (“depotentiation” or DPT; Barrionuevo et al. 1980; Staubi and Lynch 1990; Fuji et al. 1991). LFS-induced LTD and DPT both require phosphatases for their induction (Mulkey et al. 1993, 1994; O’Dell and Kandel 1994), but the roles of phosphatases in metaplasticity of LTP, elicited by prior innocuous patterns of LFS, are undefined.

Studies of hippocampal metaplasticity have examined the roles of activity in regulating the subsequent induction and expression of LTP without making a clear distinction between the E-LTP and L-LTP. Differential, anterograde regulation of expression of E-LTP or L-LTP by prior synaptic activity and the possible involvement of phosphatases in such regulation have not been explored. Mammalian neu-
rons receive thousands of synaptic inputs, many of which may be subthreshold for altering synaptic strength. These inputs may, nonetheless, alter the capability of neurons to undergo lasting changes in synaptic strength, such as L-LTP, in response to future activity. Because L-LTP is linked to some forms of long-term memory in mice (Abel et al. 1997), identifying the mechanisms by which innocuous synaptic activity elicits anterograde regulation of L-LTP may shed light on the question of how long-term memory is influenced by previous neural experience.

In this study, we asked the following central question: Can innocuous synaptic activity, imposed before HFS, critically modulate the subsequent expression of L-LTP? We show that LFS before HFS does not modify E-LTP, but it does selectively inhibit the expression of L-LTP. When applied by itself, LFS had no lasting effects on synaptic strength. This anterograde inhibition of L-LTP is persistent, and it is dependent on the amount and frequency of prior LFS. Anterograde inhibition of L-LTP by LFS was blocked by inhibitors of protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) and protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A), and it required activation of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors during LFS. Because this inhibition of L-LTP is caused by prior synaptic activity that alone produced no net effect on synaptic efficacy, we suggest that this is a “silent” form of metaplasticity that may influence long-term information storage by modulating the capacity of synapses to express L-LTP after repeated bouts of activity.

RESULTS

LFS Reverses E-LTP When Given After, but Not Before, Its Induction

LFS elicits LTD in hippocampal slices (Dudek and Bear 1992; Abraham and Bear 1996; Montgomery and Madison 2002), and expression of LTD is age-dependent: Hippocampal slices from very young animals show robust LTD, whereas slices from adult animals lack, or show attenuated, LTD after LFS (Dudek and Bear 1992; Mulkey and Malenka 1992; Mayford et al. 1995; Wagner and Alger 1995). LFS can also induce DPT, which is a rapid reversal of LTP previously elicited by HFS (Barrionuevo et al. 1980; Staubli and Lynch 1990; Fujii et al. 1991). As an initial step toward characterizing the effects of innocuous LFS on subsequent expression of L-LTP, we wanted to use an LFS protocol that would not induce persistent or significant changes in field excitatory postsynaptic potential (fEPSP) slopes. A previous study has shown that 5-Hz LFS for 3 min does not persistently alter fEPSPs in area CA1 of mouse slices (Thomas et al. 1996). We thereby examined synaptic efficacy after LFS in area CA1 of hippocampal slices cut from mice that were 9–12 wk of age. We found that LFS at 5 Hz for 3 min elicited only a transient synaptic depression (Fig. 1A), consistent with the findings of Thomas et al. (1996). Mean fEPSP slopes were initially depressed to 67 ± 5% of pre-LFS values, but they recovered to pre-LFS fEPSP slope values within 7 min after LFS (Fig. 1A). We refer to this protocol as “innocuous LFS,” because it elicited no persistent changes in synaptic efficacy under these conditions (Thomas et al. 1996, 1998; see also Winder et al. 1999). However, this innocuous LFS protocol induced rapid DPT when given 5 min after two trains of 100 Hz (20 sec apart) (Fig. 1B,C), thereby confirming the results of other studies performed on rat and guinea pig slices (Barrionuevo et al. 1980; Staubli and Lynch 1990; Fujii et al. 1991, O’Dell and Kandel 1994). This rapid, retrograde influence of LFS on previously induced LTP represents a form of metaplasticity in which erasure of LTP is caused by LFS applied after LTP induction.

Figure 1  Low-frequency stimulation (LFS) does not affect either basal synaptic transmission or the early phase of long-term potentiation (E-LTP). (A) Transient depression was observed after 5-Hz stimulation (for 3 min) was applied to area CA1 of hippocampal slices. However, field excitatory postsynaptic potential (fEPSP) slopes recovered back to pre-LFS slope values within 7 min after the end of LFS (n = 9). Sample fEPSP traces from one experiment are shown; these were recorded 15 min before (a), during (b), immediately after (c), and 20 min after (d), LFS. Calibration bars: 2 mV, 4 ms. (B) LFS at 5 Hz, applied after two trains of 100 Hz, (1-sec duration, spaced 20 sec apart), erases previously established LTP (depotentiation [DPT]). (C) Sample fEPSP traces recorded from one experiment at time points labeled in part B. (D) Prior LFS at 5 Hz does not affect E-LTP induced by a single 100-Hz train. Control slices (n = 6) generated E-LTP that was similar in magnitude and time course to E-LTP induced in slices that received LFS before tetanization (● n = 6). Inset: Sample fEPSP traces from one experiment, measured 10 min before and 60 min after E-LTP induction. Calibration bars: 2 mV, 2 ms.
Can the same LFS protocol affect LTP induction or expression when applied before its induction?

To address this question, we imposed a 7-min interval between the end of LFS and the start of HFS for LTP induction. This time period was sufficient to allow fEPSPs to fully recover to pre-LFS fEPSP slope values after LFS (Fig. 1A). We first tested an HFS protocol that elicits E-LTP, consisting of a single train of 100 Hz (1-sec duration) (Huang and Kandel 1994). We found that E-LTP gradually decayed to 130 ± 7% at 1 hr after induction (Fig. 1D, □). Slices receiving innocuous LFS before induction of E-LTP (Fig. 1D, ●) showed potentiation that was similar in time course and magnitude to E-LTP seen in slices receiving only HFS: The mean fEPSP slope measured in slices receiving LFS before HFS was 123 ± 5% of pre-LFS values (1 hr after E-LTP induction; Fig. 1D, □ for comparison with experiments using HFS alone, at all time points tested). Thus, innocuous LFS at 5 Hz had no significant effect on the induction or expression of E-LTP when it was applied before E-LTP induction. These data underscore the idea that the time of application of LFS is critical in determining whether LTP can be modulated by LFS (Abraham and Bear 1996).

Anterograde Modulation of L-LTP by Prior Innocuous LFS

Does innocuous LFS affect subsequent induction or expression of L-LTP? To address this question, we used a tetraburst protocol that elicits L-LTP in mouse hippocampal slices (Abel et al. 1997; Nguyen et al. 2000; Woo et al. 2000); this consisted of four trains of 100 Hz, each 1-sec duration and spaced 5 min apart (Fig. 2A). This regimen produced robust L-LTP in area CA1 of hippocampal slices: fEPSP slopes remained potentiated for at least 2 hr (Fig. 2B). However, slices receiving innocuous LFS at 5 Hz (for 3 min, equivalent to 900 pulses) before tetraburst stimulation showed a significant reduction in the magnitude of L-LTP beginning at 20 min postinduction. L-LTP decayed back to near pre-LFS fEPSP slope values within 100 min (Fig. 2B). Mean fEPSP slopes measured 5 min and 2 hr after L-LTP induction in control slices receiving no LFS were 332 ± 45% and
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300 ± 27%, respectively (Fig. 2B). In slices receiving innocuous LFS before induction of L-LTP, the corresponding slope values were 283 ± 32% and 105 ± 6%, respectively (Fig. 2B, ○; p < .01 for 2 hr value).

We next explored the effects of varying the duration of LFS on subsequent L-LTP. When the duration of LFS was decreased to 30 sec (keeping the frequency constant at 5 Hz), L-LTP elicited by subsequent HFS was intact (Fig. 2B, triangles). Mean fEPSP slopes, measured 5 min and 2 hr post-HFS, were 357 ± 32% and 248 ± 20%, respectively, in slices receiving prior LFS at 5 Hz, 30 sec (p > .1, for comparison with control slices at all time points tested). Thus, a critical number of pulses during LFS is required for LFS-induced suppression of L-LTP.

We next investigated the effects of giving 900 pulses at a lower frequency, 1 Hz (i.e., 1 Hz for 15 min). Like 5-Hz LFS, this 1-Hz protocol blocked expression of L-LTP. However, it also significantly attenuated initial potentiation (Fig. 2C, ●). The initial potentiation seen after HFS with prior 1-Hz LFS was significantly smaller than the potentiation seen after HFS alone (compare squares of Fig. 2B with diamonds of Fig. 2C, p < .05). Because the early phase was attenuated with 900 pulses at 1 Hz (Fig. 2C), we tested the effects of reducing the total number of pulses applied at 1 Hz. We found that a 1-Hz, 5-min regimen produced a smaller initial depression of fEPSPs (mean fEPSP slopes were 89 ± 5% of pre-LFS values) than 5-Hz stimulation (74 ± 5% of pre-LFS values), but this depression recovered fully to pre-LFS fEPSP slope values before HFS (Fig. 2C, ○). When HFS was applied 7 min after 1-Hz, 3 min LFS, we observed L-LTP similar to that seen in control slices receiving only HFS (compare Fig. 2C ○ and Fig. 2B □). Mean values for fEPSP slopes measured 5 min and 2 hr post-HFS in slices receiving 1-Hz 3-min stimulation were 315 ± 17% and 251 ± 19%, respectively. These values were not significantly different from the mean fEPSP slopes measured from slices receiving only HFS (p > .2). Our data are summarized in the histograms of Figure 2D and E.

These findings establish, for the first time in the literature, that innocuous LFS at 5 Hz for 3 min selectively inhibits expression of multi-train L-LTP, without affecting single-train E-LTP, when given before L-LTP induction. This anterograde metaplasticity of L-LTP is dependent on both the amount and the frequency of LFS applied before L-LTP induction.

LFS Cannot Reverse L-LTP

Because innocuous LFS before tetraburst stimulation inhibits the expression of L-LTP, we asked whether LFS applied shortly after L-LTP induction could reverse, or depotentiate, L-LTP. To date, DPT of tetraburst L-LTP by 5-Hz stimulation has not been examined. We found that LFS (5 Hz, 3 min) did not depotentiate L-LTP (Fig. 3A, triangles). Thus, innocuous LFS at 5 Hz, 3 min cannot reverse L-LTP in a retrograde manner.

The Inhibitory Effect of Innocuous LFS Is Limited in Its Duration of Action

Previous studies have shown that there is a narrow critical time window within which LFS effectively erases previously induced LTP (O’Dell and Kandel 1994; for mossy fiber data, see also Chen et al. 2001). LFS effectively erases LTP when given within the first 5–10 min after LTP induction (O’Dell and Kandel 1994). In contrast, LFS is less effective at persistently reversing LTP when applied 20 min after LTP induction (O’Dell and Kandel 1994). It is unclear whether a time window of effectiveness also exists for the inhibitory influence of LFS applied before L-LTP. Can innocuous LFS exert anterograde inhibition of L-LTP over an extended period of time before L-LTP induction?

We tested the effect of innocuous LFS on L-LTP with a 20-min or 40-min delay period imposed between the end of LFS and the start of HFS (Fig. 3B,C). We found that a 20-min delay still permitted innocuous LFS (5 Hz, 3 min) to significantly attenuate L-LTP (Fig. 3B, ○). Mean fEPSP slopes measured 5 min and 2 hr after L-LTP induction in LFS slices were 278 ± 25% and 106 ± 8%, respectively. The mean fEPSP slope value measured 2 hr post-HFS using the 20-min LFS-HFS delay period was significantly lower than the corresponding value measured from slices receiving only HFS (p > .1, at all time points), but it was not significantly different from the mean slope value measured from slices receiving LFS with a 7-min delay period (Fig. 3C). However, when the LFS-HFS interval was increased to 40 min, innocuous LFS did not attenuate L-LTP. Robust potentiation was observed with mean fEPSP slopes of 331 ± 33% and 245 ± 22%, measured 5 min and 2 hr after HFS, respectively. These were not statistically different from values of slices that received only HFS (p > .1, at all time points). In Figure 3C the data are presented so that fEPSP slopes measured at various times after induction of L-LTP can be compared. With the 20-min LFS-HFS interval, the decay of L-LTP back to pre-HFS baseline slope values (Fig. 3B, circles) was similar to the decay seen with the shorter 7-min LFS-HFS interval (Fig. 3A, circles). Levels of potentiation in slices receiving HFS alone, in slices receiving LFS 40 min before HFS, and in slices receiving LFS 5 min after the end of HFS were not statistically different from each other (p > .1).

These results show that innocuous LFS (5 Hz, 3 min) maintains its inhibitory effect on L-LTP over a substantial period of time before induction of L-LTP. Innocuous LFS inhibited expression of L-LTP when HFS was applied up to 20 min after LFS. The inhibitory constraint of LFS on L-LTP had a limited duration, as L-LTP was intact when induced 40 min after LFS. This type of synaptic plasticity is a “silent” anterograde modification of L-LTP that is caused by prior...
synaptic activity which, by itself, did not produce persistent changes in synaptic strength.

**Inhibition of L-LTP by Prior LFS Requires Activation of NMDA Receptors and Is Blocked by Inhibitors of PP1 and PP2A**

The LFS protocols that we have used to inhibit L-LTP resemble those known to induce hippocampal LTD and DPT (Barrionuevo et al. 1980; Staubli and Lynch 1990; Fujii et al. 1991; Dudek and Bear 1992). Both LTD and DPT require activation of protein phosphatases subsequent to NMDA receptor activation (Mulkey et al. 1993, 1994; O’Dell and Kandel 1994; for modeling data, see also Lisman 1989). To address whether L-LTP suppression by prior LFS requires NMDA receptor activation, we applied 25 µM 2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (APV), an NMDA receptor antagonist, to hippocampal slices before 5 Hz, 3 min LFS. After LFS, application of APV was stopped before subsequent HFS. In contrast to the decay of L-LTP observed when LFS was applied 20 min before L-LTP induction (●, n = 5). In contrast, normal L-LTP was seen when the time interval between LFS and tetraburst stimulation was extended to 40 min (●, n = 6). (C) Summary plot showing levels of potentiation measured 5 min, 1 hr, 2 hr, and immediately after tetraburst stimulation when the time between LFS and HFS was varied. (** denotes p < .01, *** denotes p < .001).
Figure 4  Inhibition of protein phosphatases or N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors blocks LFS-induced metaplasticity of L-LTP. (A) Application of 2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (APV), an NMDA receptor antagonist, blocks LFS-induced suppression of L-LTP. When APV was applied to slices and allowed to washout for 20 min (no LFS), robust L-LTP was elicited by HFS (n = 4). Similarly, when APV was applied to slices before and during LFS, robust L-LTP was induced by subsequent HFS (n = 5). (B) Robust L-LTP was observed in slices that received 5-Hz LFS in the presence of okadaic acid (OA) (1 µM, horizontal bar; n = 7) or calyculin A (Cal A) (open triangles, n = 6). In contrast, slices receiving LFS without drug (n = 5) showed deficient L-LTP. Application of OA did not alter basal synaptic transmission in a second independent pathway that did not receive either LFS or tetraburst stimulation (solid triangles, n = 7). (C) Sample fEPSP traces from one experiment, showing OA blocking LFS-induced inhibition of L-LTP. Sample traces were recorded at times labeled on the graph (a–d). Note that fEPSPs have recovered to pre-LFS amplitudes and slope values before initiation of tetraburst stimulation. Calibration bars: 2 mV, 2 ms. (D) Protein phosphatase inhibitors do not affect L-LTP. LTP in slices pretreated with either OA (n = 5) or Cal A (triangles, n = 5) was similar to LTP in drug-free slices receiving HFS (n = 4). (E) Summary bar graph depicting levels of potentiation seen 2 hr post-HFS in the presence of various inhibitors (** denotes p < .01, *** denotes p < .001 compared with 5-Hz HFS).
and 271 ± 28% at 2 hr postinduction, respectively (p > .5). Thus, activation of NMDA receptors is required for LFS at 5 Hz to inhibit subsequent L-LTP (for E-LTP data, see Fujii et al. 1996).

Activation of PP1 and PP2A is critical for LFS-induced LTD and DPT (Mulkey et al. 1993, 1994; O’Dell and Kandel 1994; Huang et al. 2001; Morishita et al. 2001). PP1 and PP2A can also modulate the induction of LTD (Blitzer et al. 1995, 1998; see also Winder et al. 1998 and Allen et al. 2000). However, it is unclear whether PP1 and PP2A can modulate L-LTP by being activated well before its induction. Does anterograde inhibition of L-LTP by prior LFS require activation of PP1 and PP2A?

We observed that application of okadaic acid (OA), or preincubation of slices in calyculin A (Cal A), both inhibitors of PP1 and PP2A, blocked anterograde inhibition of L-LTP by prior LFS at 5 Hz, 3 min (Fig. 4B,C). Although transient synaptic depression was observed after LFS, L-LTP was still expressed after recovery from this depression in slices pretreated with OA or Cal A (Fig. 4B). Mean fEPSP slope at 2-hr post-HFS was 113 ± 10% in drug-free control slices pretreated with OA or Cal A (Fig. 4B). Mean fEPSP slope at 2-hr post-HFS was 113 ± 10% in drug-free control slices receiving LFS 20 min before HFS (Fig. 4B). In contrast, the corresponding values in OA- and Cal A-treated slices (Fig. 4B, diamonds and open triangles) receiving prior LFS were 215 ± 17% and 232 ± 15%, respectively, and they were significantly higher than control values (p < .05). Preincubation of slices in Cal A, or application of OA just before and during tetraburst HFS, without prior LFS, did not affect L-LTP expression under the experimental conditions used here (Fig. 4D, p > .1, at all time points). When a second independent pathway was monitored in some experiments, no effects of OA on fEPSPs elicited at 0.017 Hz (once per minute) were observed (Fig. 4B, solid triangles). These data show that LFS-induced anterograde inhibition of L-LTP requires activation of PP1 and PP2A (data summarized in Fig. 4E).

In summary, our data show that innocuous LFS at 5 Hz significantly inhibits the expression of the L-LTP without affecting E-LTP or persistently altering basal synaptic strength. This selective anterograde inhibition of L-LTP by prior innocuous synaptic activity is sensitive to the frequency, as well as the total amount, of stimulation. The inhibitory effect of innocuous LFS has a persistent duration that can last up to 20 min after LFS, but it is absent 40 min after LFS. Activation of PP1 and PP2A, and NMDA receptor activation, are required for anterograde inhibition of L-LTP by innocuous LFS.

**DISCUSSION**

Anterograde metaplasticity involves modulation, by electrical activity, of the capability for expression of future synaptic plasticity (Abraham and Bear 1996; Abraham and Tate 1997). Our present work has revealed a “silent” form of synaptic metaplasticity that involves specific modulation of L-LTP by prior synaptic stimulation that is subthreshold for eliciting persistent changes in synaptic strength. The selectivity of the suppressive effects of prior innocuous LFS on L-LTP has a number of interesting implications. By inhibiting L-LTP, innocuous LFS may allow patterns of synaptic activity (e.g., multiple spaced trains) that would otherwise elicit persistent potentiation to produce shorter-lasting facilitation. This inhibition would prevent persistent saturation of postsynaptic responses during a time scale of 1–2 hr. The lack of effect on single-train E-LTP indicates that innocuous LFS may modulate mechanisms that are specifically needed for expression of L-LTP (see below). Thus, innocuous LFS before LTP induction may represent a “low-pass filter” that allows short-lasting facilitation (like single-train E-LTP) to occur while reducing future expression of L-LTP after repeated trains of synaptic stimuli.

**Metaplasticity of LTP by Stimulation Before LTP Induction**

LTP can be modulated by previous bouts of synaptic activity (Abraham and Bear 1996; Abraham and Tate 1997). For example, LFS at 1 Hz (1000 stimulation pulses), given before single-train LTP induction, substantially impaired E-LTP (Fujii et al. 1996). However, when LFS was increased to 5 Hz with the same number of stimulation pulses, no change in E-LTP was observed (Fujii et al. 1996; L-LTP was not examined in this study). Our finding that 5-Hz LFS before tetraburst stimulation impaired L-LTP is consistent with the findings of Fujii et al. (1996) in that it supports a selective role for 5-Hz LFS in modulating L-LTP, but not E-LTP. Our data significantly extend previous work by showing that prior LFS exerts long-lasting, latent inhibition of subsequent L-LTP by engaging PP1 and PP2A.

Because stimulation-induced changes in basal synaptic efficacy can influence subsequent expression of LTP (Huang et al. 1992; Abraham and Huggett 1997), we used slices from adult mice that did not show LTD after 5-Hz LFS. We showed that this pattern of LFS did not persistently alter fEPSPs, but that it still inhibited subsequent L-LTP without affecting single-train E-LTP. By comparison, prior 5-Hz LFS of guinea-pig slices impairs E-LTP induction when given just 5 sec before LTP induction (O’Dell and Kandel 1994). This inhibition of E-LTP induction may be dependent on protocol conditions (stimulation by O’Dell and Kandel was applied at a weaker intensity than that used here) and on animal species, but it too required phosphatase activity (O’Dell and Kandel 1994). It is important to note that HFS was given while fEPSPs were still depressed after LFS (O’Dell and Kandel 1994). Thus, the inhibition of E-LTP seen by O’Dell and Kandel may be explained by the fact that they induced E-LTP while antagonistic processes that lead to synaptic depression were already engaged. In contrast, we observed no inhibition of E-LTP in the present study, most likely because the considerable time lag between our
LFS and HFS was sufficient to allow depressive processes to subside before subsequent induction of L-LTP by a single train of 100-Hz stimulation. In other studies, Abraham and Huggett (1997) and Huang et al. (1992) showed that repeated HFS that did not substantially alter synaptic strength blocked subsequent LTP induction. However, these studies did not test for selectivity of the effects of prior stimulation on E-LTP and L-LTP elicited by distinct amounts of stimulation. They also did not explore the roles of phosphatases in anterograde suppression of LTP by prior stimulation. Nonetheless, it is now evident that anterograde metaplastic regulation of LTP induction (O’Dell and Kandel 1994; Fujii et al. 1996; Abraham and Huggett 1997) and L-LTP expression (our present study) may be achieved by imposing various patterns of stimulation before LTP induction. Our present data reveal a previously unidentified, selective inhibition of L-LTP by innocuous patterns of LFS that requires PP1, PP2A, and NMDA receptor activation.

An intriguing finding in the present study is that L-LTP could not be reversed (depotentiated) by LFS applied after its induction by tetraburst stimulation. The mechanisms that modulate and gate reversibility of LTP by LFS applied after L-LTP induction (“retrograde DPT”) are undefined. However, a plausible mechanism may involve protein synthesis and/or transcription, because these are required for robust expression of stable L-LTP, but they are not needed for E-LTP (Frey et al. 1988, 1996; Nguyen et al. 1994; Scharf et al. 2002). Indeed, genetic overexpression of a transcription factor, cyclic AMP-response element binding protein (CREB), in mouse hippocampal neurons can convert a decaying form of LTP into a stable type of LTP that is resistant to retrograde DPT (Barco et al. 2002).

Protein Phosphatases and Synaptic Plasticity

Protein kinases have long been regarded as key players in synaptic plasticity (for reviews, see Miechau and Riedel 1999 and Martin et al. 2000), but a plethora of studies have highlighted the importance of protein phosphatases in regulating bidirectional changes in synaptic strength (Mulkey et al. 1992, 1993, 1994; O’Dell and Kandel 1994; Blitzer et al. 1995, 1998; Wang and Kelly 1996, 1997; Winder et al. 1998; Yan et al. 1999; Allen et al. 2000; Winder and Sweatt 2001). In calcineurin knockout mice, bidirectional plasticity was modified with a change in the LTP/LTD threshold (Zeng et al. 2001). It has also been suggested that protein phosphatases may function as a “gate” that exerts a modifiable, PKA-dependent inhibitory constraint on expression of LTP (Blitzer et al. 1995, 1998; Brown et al. 2000). Evidence that calcineurin acts as an inhibitory constraint on LTP is found in studies showing that genetic inhibition and enhancement of calcineurin facilitated and impaired LTP, respectively (Winder et al. 1998; Malleret et al. 2001). In support of the notion that phosphatases exert an inhibitory constraint on LTP, our data implicate PP1 and PP2A in blocking the expression of L-LTP. Application of PP1 and PP2A inhibitors during LFS before L-LTP induction abolished anterograde inhibition of L-LTP. This finding supports the prediction that prior activation of PP1 and PP2A, in this case by LFS, should impair the expression of L-LTP (Blitzer et al. 1995).

Our results with Cal A differ from those reported by Thomas et al. (1996), in which they show that 5-Hz stimulation in Cal A potentiated transmission. In contrast, no such facilitation was reported here in this study. There are some potentially significant differences between their experimental conditions and ours, which might explain the apparent discrepancy in the data. Thomas et al. used a significantly higher concentration (0.2%) of DMSO as solvent for Cal A; we have used 0.01% DMSO. It is possible that the combination of Cal A plus 0.2% DMSO might assist synaptic facilitation during 5-Hz stimulation. Also, our slices were maintained at 28°C, whereas the temperature used by Thomas et al. was 31°C. We rejected all slices that produced maximal evoked fEPSP sizes smaller than 3 mV; it is unclear whether Thomas et al. did the same. If maximal fEPSPs were depressed in some slices, for whatever reason, then inhibition of phosphatases may enhance transmission in these slices during LFS at 5 Hz. Finally, the flow rate of drug application was markedly higher in the study by Thomas et al. (1996). These factors might contribute to the facilitation seen during 5-Hz stimulation by Thomas et al. These differences in experimental conditions do not refute the main findings and conclusions of these studies. Instead, the data underscore the notion that hippocampal synapses in area CA1 are exquisitely sensitive to a combination of relevant parameters under a given set of experimental conditions.

How Might Phosphatases Mediate Anterograde Suppression of L-LTP by Prior LFS?

Recently, Huang et al. (2001) showed that an LFS paradigm (2 Hz, 10 min), similar to ours, significantly increased protein phosphatase activity in area CA1 of hippocampal slices. Also, LTD-inducing stimulation in vivo was associated with an increase in protein phosphatase activity (Thiels et al. 1998). Although we did not measure hippocampal levels of PP1 and PP2A activity, the blockade of anterograde suppression of L-LTP by two different inhibitors of PP1 and PP2A and the findings of these earlier studies indicate that LFS can engage phosphatases critical for anterograde suppression of L-LTP.

LFS-induced suppression of L-LTP may be caused by PP1 and PP2A acting on gene transcription. L-LTP requires transcription that is linked to the cAMP signaling pathway (Nguyen et al. 1994), and L-LTP may be caused by CREB-mediated transcription. Phosphatases may move to the nucleus and dephosphorylate key transcription factors, such as CREB (Hagiwara et al. 1992; Bito et al. 1996). L-LTP may arise from augmented CREB-mediated transcriptional activity after reduced CREB dephosphorylation by PP1. This
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notion is consistent with previous work showing that CRE-mediated gene expression is stimulated by activity that induces L-LTP (Impey et al. 1996), and that CREB phosphorylation is enhanced after inhibition of phosphatases (Hagiwar et al. 1992; Bito et al. 1996). In our present study, LFS-induced engagement of PP1 and PP2A may have decreased CREB phosphorylation and reduced CRE-mediated transcription, thereby impairing L-LTP. Further work is needed to test whether the metaplastic suppression of L-LTP reported here involves dephosphorylation of CREB.

Phosphatase-mediated anterograde suppression of L-LTP may involve extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and other mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs). A link between phosphatases and ERK was shown when an LTD-inducing protocol decreased ERK immunoreactivity (Norman et al. 2000). This was simulated by incubation of hippocampal homogenates with purified PP1 and PP2A (Norman et al. 2000). Also, MEK inhibitors block the expression of L-LTP (English and Sweatt 1997; for reviews, see Impey et al. 1999 and Sweatt 2001) and inhibit activity-dependent gene transcription (Impey et al. 1998). The MAPK cascade is activated by synaptic stimulation (English and Sweatt 1996) and by increases in cAMP, implicating cross-talk between the PKA and ERK/MAPK pathways (Impey et al. 1998). Thus, activation of phosphatases by innocuous LFS may inhibit subsequent L-LTP by suppressing activation of the MAPK and PKA pathways. However, this notion is difficult to test in the context of LFS-induced metaplasticity, because slice application of MAPK and PKA inhibitors or activators prese interferes with L-LTP (Frey et al. 1993; Huang and Kandel 1994; English and Sweatt 1997; Impey et al. 1999).

Additional mechanisms by which LFS modulates L-LTP may involve dephosphorylation of glutamate receptors and reduction of PKC activity. LTD induction in hippocampal slices (Hrabetova and Sacktor 1996) and in vivo (Thiels et al. 2000) is correlated with decreased PKC activity that can be blocked by pharmacological inhibition of protein phosphatase activity (Thiels et al. 2000). LFS-induced LTD is also associated with dephosphorylation of AMPA receptors (Barria et al. 1997; Lee et al. 2000). Because PKC and AMPA receptors are needed for LTP (Abeliovich et al. 1993; Zamanillo et al. 1999), we speculate that protein phosphatases may modulate L-LTP by acting on these molecular targets after LFS.

Behavioral Implications

The demonstration that L-LTP may be linked to specific types of long-term memory in mice (Abel et al. 1997) prompts us to hypothesize that anterograde metaplasticity of L-LTP in the hippocampus might translate into altered expression of some types of hippocampus-dependent long-term, but not short-term, memory. Recent experience can modify memory processing and consolidation, and it may gate the flow of information into long-term memory storage via the engagement of signaling molecules such as protein phosphatases. It is interesting that specific types of behavioral experiences, such as chronic drug abuse and addiction, can distort long-term memory (for review, see Schacter 1995). For example, suppression of traumatic memories in humans may involve neuromodulatory actions of endogenous substances, such as release of opiates during a painful experience (Gallagher et al. 1985). However, linking certain behavioral experiences to synaptic activity and metaplasticity of L-LTP in brain structures important for long-term memory remains a stimulating challenge.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

Female C57BL/6 mice, aged 9–12 wk (Charles River) were used for all experiments. At these ages, hippocampal slices did not show LTD when LFS at 1 Hz, 15 min was applied to the Schaffer collateral pathway in area CA1 (data not shown). Animals were housed at the University of Alberta using guidelines approved by the Canadian Council on Animal Care.

Electrophysiology

Transverse hippocampal slices (400-µm thickness) were prepared as described by Nguyen and Kandel (1997). Slices were maintained in an interface chamber at 28°C and were perfused (1 mL/min) with artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF; composition as described in Nguyen and Kandel 1997) aerated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Extracellular fEPSPs were recorded with a glass microelectrode (2–3 MΩ, filled with ACSF) positioned in stratum radiatum of area CA1. A bipolar nickel-chromium stimulating electrode was used to elicit fEPSPs by stimulation of the Schaffer collateral fibers. Stimulation intensity (0.08 ms pulse duration) was adjusted to evoke fEPSP amplitudes that were ∼40% of maximum size. Evoked fEPSPs were elicited once per minute at this test stimulation intensity. Slices that showed maximal fEPSPs <3 mV were rejected.

LTP was induced by applying either a single 1-sec train (100 Hz, at test strength) to induce LTP (Huang and Kandel 1994), or four 1-sec trains (100 Hz, test strength) spaced 5 min apart to elicit L-LTP (Abel et al. 1997; Nguyen et al. 2000). The latter “tetraburst” protocol induces protein synthesis-dependent L-LTP in CA1 of mouse slices (Scharf et al. 2002). LTP was induced by giving one of the following protocols: 5 Hz for 3 min, 5 Hz for 30 sec, 1 Hz for 15 min, or 1 Hz for 3 min before LTP induction. For some experiments, a second independent pathway was monitored to gauge the effects of applied drugs on basal synaptic strength. This “control” pathway received only stimulation at the rate of once per minute (Nguyen et al. 1994).

An NMDA receptor antagonist, 2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (APV; Research Biochemicals International), was prepared as a concentrated stock solution in distilled water, and it was bath-applied (after dilution to 25 µM in ACSF) to slices in some experiments. The PP1 and PP2A inhibitors, sodium OA (Sigma-Aldrich) and Cal A (Biomol), were prepared as concentrated stock solutions in distilled water and in DMSO, respectively. Each drug was diluted in ACSF to the desired concentration of DMSO did not exceed 0.01%; at this concentration, DMSO did not affect basal synaptic transmission or LTP (data not shown).
shown). Sodium OA was bath-applied for 20 min before the start of baseline acquisition and it was washed out starting immediately after LFS (Fig. 4B) or, in some experiments, after HFS (Fig. 4D). All experiments using sodium OA were performed under dimmed-light conditions. For Cal A experiments, slices were incubated in drug for 40 min before start of baseline recordings, and Cal A was washed out just after LFS (Fig. 4B) or, in some experiments, after HFS (Fig. 4D). Drug experiments were interleaved with drug-free controls.

Data Analysis

The initial slope of the fEPSP was measured as an index of synaptic strength (Johnston and Wu 1995). Average "baseline" slope values were measured during a period of 20 min before 100-Hz stimulation. Student's t test (two groups) or an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a Tukey-Kramer post-test (three or more groups) was used for statistical comparisons of mean fEPSP slopes, with a significance level of p < .05. All values shown are mean ± standard error of mean (SEM), with n = number of slices.
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